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Abstract. This paper put forward a bayesian network junction tree reasoning and rule reasoning 
hybrid algorithm to solve the adaptation problem in Public Data Center of heterogeneous system, 
based on the research in intelligent data processing method. Using adapter’s dynamic data 
monitoring function, first, pick out all abnormal data. then, apply the hybrid algorithm on the 
abnormal data. finally, recover the abnormal data and report abnormal processing result. This 
method has been applied to many domestic universities’s intelligent data exchange system in the 
Public Data Center. Through practice, this algorithm can effectively improve the reliability and 
integrity in heterogeneous data exchange system, and obtained good application effect. 

Introduction 

As the development of internet’s cloud computing information technology, the networking and 
platform changing of information resource has become a trend. Because of the complex business 
relationship between enterprise, government and other social organizations, if we want to construct 
the public service platform to develop the network storage, information sharing, statistical analysis, 
cloud computing and other public services, we need to integrate information effectively in different 
information system that distributed in different distinct, so the data adapter and data exchange 
component is a key part, which play a role of bridge. But then the problem is that once the 
exchanging data is abnormal or missing, will bring big influence to the normal operator for the 
whole platform service, so data reliability is particularly important to platform changing system. 

Have access to relevant paper, these are some description of the heterogeneous data integration, 
but most of it are data exchanging between single system. There are little research on abnormal data 
processing method between multisystem. 

This paper based on digital campus’s public data service center, studying on the data adapter’s 
reliability and integrity in the process of heterogeneous data exchanging. and put forward a 
bayesian network reasoning and rule reasoning hybrid algorithm, and applied the algorithm to the 
data monitoring and intelligent processing in data adapter of public data center service system. 

Bayesian network 

Bayesian network[2] is a directed acyclic graph(DAG) composed of a set of random variables and 
directed edge which present the influence between random variables, it can reason conditional 
probability between random variables effectively.It usually consists of a set of random variables set 

),...,( 1 ivvV = , and using the network structure of directed acyclic graph expressing the conditional  
dependence between random variable set V . Bayesian network get a lot of application in reasoning 
problem with intrinsic uncertainty, such as automobile fault diagnosis system, medical diagnosis 
system and data mining medium. 

Bayesian network foundation 
Beyasin network defined as a binary group of random variable probability distribution P  and 

directed acyclic graph(DAG): 
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  ),( PGB =                                                         (1) 
  The directed acyclic graph expressed as random variables set V  and variable dependence 
directed edge set E  : 
  ),( EVG =                                                        (2) 
  Bayesian network must meet the Markov condition, described as follows: 
  )|,( xxp PANDXI                                                    (3) 
  xND  representing non-descendant variable set of variable X , xPA  representing all father node 
of variable X . pI  representing probability independent under probability distribution P , 
variable sets’s independence described as follows: 
  )()|( XPYXP =  equals to )()|( YPXYP =                                  (4) 

   Joint probability distribution of all random variables can be described as follows: 

  ∏=
n

iin PAVPVVP
1

1 )|(),...,(                                           (5) 

Bayesian network constructing  
Bayesian network construction is divided into three stages: 
(1)Determine the random variable set  V  and value range of each random variable.Through the 

knowledge of domain expert, determined the random variable set V  and value range showed in 
Table 1: 

Table 1: Abnormal data processing random variable set and discretization value 
[Random Variable] [Description] [Discretization Value] 

[project type] [major] 
[campus] 

[provincial] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

[funds type] [high] 
[middle] 

[low] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

[operation department] [application] 
[review] 

[approval] 
[monitoring] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 

[flow node] [application] 
[review] 

[approval] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

[node type] [time] 
[funds] 

[procedure] 
[sequence] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 

[operation date] [miss] 
[normal] 

[abnormal] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

[operation funds] [miss] 
[normal] 

[abnormal] 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

(2)Constructing network, after determining the random variable set, we can use knowledge learn, 
or the domain experts knowledge to construct the network. This paer used the method of K2 search, 
K2 algorithm is a greedy heuristic search method, it selects the most suitable father node set 
through score function, repeat the selection for each node, and output full bayesian network finally. 

(3)Bayesian network constructed using K2 algorithm is shown in Fig. 1, consists of selected 
seven random variables in Table 1 and some directed edge. As shown in Fig. 1, the value of flownodeV  
is influence by ),,,,( det epartmentoperationdundsoperationfateoperationdypenoeprojecttyp VVVVV  directly and )( fundstypeV  
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indirectly. The result is very obvious, because the flow node is key data of work flow data 
extraction. Once the flow node data is lost, we need directly influenced data to reasoning the 
probability distribution. 

Fig. 1: Abnormal data processing bayesian network 

 
(3) Determining the node conditional probability. Bayesian network’s prior condition probability 

can be determined by parameter learning or structure learning from training data set, or from expert 
knowledge directly. Based on bayesian network in Fiag. 1 and Eq. 5, we need to determine the 
conditional probability of )( fundstypeVP , )|( fundstypeeprojecttyp VVP , )( det ypenoVP , 

),|( undsoperationfateoperationdepartmentoperationd VVVP etc. after that we can determined the probability distribution 
of all seven variables in Table. 1. 

Junction tree reasoning in bayesian network 

  Bayesian network inference using directed acyclic graph as the structure foundation, compute 
posterior probability on the basis of the prior probability. Bayesian network accurate reasoning[3~4] 
is a kind of practical in bayesian network reasoning, accurate reasoning is consists of group tree 
reasoning, combinatorial optimization reasoning, diagram code reasoning, combined tree reasoning 
and so on. 

Constructing Moral graph 
  Algorithm steps described as follows: 
  1)defined G  as constructed bayesian network, V  as node set in network 
2)remove all direct in G , get undirected graph 'G  
3)extract iv  from node set V  
4)find father node set viPA  of iv  
5)for each pair of nodes in viPA , if there is no edge, then add an edge 
6)repeats steps 3-5, until node set V  is empty 

  The moral graph of the bayesian network in Fig. 1, shown as Fig. 2: 
Fig. 2: Abnormal data processing moral graph 

 
Triangularization 
Triangularization is aimed at ring in graph that consists more than four nodes, cut it to triangular 

ring. There are four rings in Fig. 2, ),( eprojecttypfundstype VV , ),,( det flownodeypenoeprojecttyp VVV , 
),,( det epartmentoperationdflownodeypeno VVV etc, they all meet the triangularization requirements. so the 

triangularion graph is shown in Fig. 3 as same as Fig. 2: 
Fig. 3: Abnormal data processing triangularized moral graph 
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Identifying Cliques 
The Clique of graph is defined as the largest complete subgraph, we can identify all cliques of 

Fig. 3 in triangularization. we get all cliques as follows: ),,( det flownodeypenoeprojecttyp VVV , 
),,( det epartmentoperationdflownodeypeno VVV , ),,( epartmentoperationdundsoperationfateoperationd VVV  and ),( eprojecttypfundstype VV . 

Constructing Junction Tree 
  After identify all cliques in moral graph, wo can combine clique to build the junction tree. This 
tree is the optimal clique tree, and can help to shorten the time of reasoning algorithm. Junction tree 
constructing algorithm[1] described as follows: 
  1)defined empty set S  as candidate separation set, take every clique node as a separated tree, 
we can obtain tree set ),...,( 1 ittT = , and the clique set ),...,( 1 iccC =  
  2)to every pair of clique node ji cc , , construct candidate separation set ijs  and put it into set S  
  3)pick up separation subset iS  which contains most nodes 
  4)when iS  contains more than one element, take the sum degree of all node in as standard, 
defined filtered set as 'iS  
  5)when 'iS  contains more than one element, we can use domain expert knowledge as standard to 
choose subset separation set ijs  
  6)when the separation set ijs  corresponding to cliques node ji cc , , insert ijs  between ji cc , , 
connected ijs  and ic , ijs  and jc . 
  7)repeat steps 3-6 until n-1 separation sets has inserted 
  The constructed junction tree is shown in Fig. 4 

Fig. 4: Abnormal data processing junction tree 

 
Junction Tree Message Transfer Reasoning 

  Using junction tree to fill abnormal data described as follows: 
  1)find the abnormal random variable abnormalv  
  2)position and find the abnormalv  related clique node abnormalc  
  3)determine all conditional probability e  
  4)if e is empty, using =

abnormal

abnormalabnormalvP
c

c)( φ  to compute the value probability distribution 

  5)if e is not empty, using ==
vabnormal

abnormalabnormalabnormalabnormal evPevPePevPvP ),(/),()(/),()e|(  to 

compute the probability distribution 
  6)pick the highest probability value to repair the abnormal value 

Experiment and Analysis 

  In order to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we place an intelligent data adapter 
between Electronic Monitoring Platform and Construction Management System in some schools, to 
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intelligent fill the key data loss problem. The intelligent data adapter using the junction tree to 
reason abnormal data in Fig. 4. On the analysis of experiment data set, we conclude that this 
abnormal data mostly happened on operation department, operation date and flow node. 

We accurately extract 6000 records from the management system, the missing rate in operation 
department is 2.1%, in operation date is 1%, in flow node is 4%. 

The repairing result in operation department is shown as Fig. 5, because of the human factors in 
monitoring department, the result is unpredictable. 

Fig. 5: operation department data repair contrast 
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  The repairing in operation date is shown as Fig. 6, because the date is continuous value, so we 
use the absolute value between fill data and real data to show the fill accuracy. As the Fig. 6 shown, 
the repair absolute value fall in the same day is 40%, and the absolute value fall in 2 -3 day is 80% 
up, basic conform to the monitor transaction demand. 

Fig. 6: operation date data repair contrast 
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  The repairing in flow node is shown as Fig. 7, because of the importance of flow node in 
transaction monitoring, Fig. 7 is shown that the algorithm is meet the abnormal data processing of 
monitoring platform’s needs. 

Fig. 7: flow node data repair contrast 
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Summary 

  To key data loss problem in the business data integration of the electronic monitoring platform, 
first, analysis the key random variables in system, and determined random variables set and it’s 
value rang in abnormal data processing; Then, construct the abnormal data processing bayesian 
networking using expert knowledge; finally, based on constructed bayesian network, construct 
junction tree and reason using the junction tree. As the experiment result shows, the repaired data 
can meet monitor transaction needs. How to use the bayesian networks to multivariate 
multi-dimensional repairing will be the next step research content. 
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